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Instituut Schreuder: een dynamische en lerende school die elk kind tot volle ontplooiing kan laten komen

 

In this newsletter 
• Important data 

• School open again on May 11 

• Scheduling of the half groups 

• Start of the school day 

• Important points for attention for parents 

• Merger of Schreuder-Vlinderboom and group composition 2020-2021 

• Merger of Schreuder and Vlinderboom - of the MR 

• Maintenance and renovation of the school building 

 

Important data       

Mo. 27-04  K(W)ings day: 10.00 am singing the Wilhelmus! 

Fr. 01-05  Division of the half groups will be emailed 

Mo. 11-05  Start school: half group 

We. 20-05  Lesson day instead of study day 

Th. 21-05 to fr. 22-05   Ascension Day and Friday 

Fr. 29-05  Newsletter-10  

 

School open again on May 11 

The government announced in the press conference on April 21 last that schools for primary 

education can be reopened cautiously as of Monday May 11, after the May holiday. The following 

measures are linked to this: 

• The group size is halved 

• Half of the lesson time is at school; the other half at home with processing material 

• No parental access to the school 

• 1.5 meters distance between adults; this does not apply to children 

• Wash hands often 

• Coughing / sneezing in the elbow 

• With cold or flu symptoms: stay at home 
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With these measures, the team made the choice to let the children come to school with half a 

group all day. School times will be maintained: start at 8.45 am and end time at 2.45 pm. The end 

time is 12.45 on Wednesday. Wednesday is an alternating day. 

Naturally, we will comply with the hygiene measures within the possibilities that are available. Each 

group has hand soap, also at the toilets and there are paper towels for drying. The teachers have 

the opportunity to work with disposable gloves. 

 

We are very happy to see all the children back at school, but it is also quite exciting. It will all be 

different than we were used to. Also in school we make agreements with the students to avoid 

crossing pedestrian traffic as much as possible. 

 

Scheduling of the half groups 

The students are divided per group into 2 half groups: a group A and a group B. The division was 

initially looked at the brothers and sisters, so that theyall have school on the same day at the same 

time. In addition, we also look as much as possible at the children who use our own BSO on certain 

days. If possible, this will be taken into account. 

For children who use an external BSO, you will be asked to contact the BSO yourself if it is possible 

to change days if necessary. Friday 1 May we can finalize the list with the help of the BSO and the 

division of the half groups will be emailed to you. 

Here is the timetable* of the distribution of the half groups: 

 monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday 

Mo. May 11- fr. May 15  A B A A B 

Mo. May 18- fr. May 22 A B B - - 

Mo. May 25- fr. May 29 A B A A B 

 

 * If the government indicates that this situation must be continued after 1 June, the timetable will 

be evaluated to see whether this is going well or whether a change in the timetable is necessary.  

 

Start of the schoolday 

And then we will start Monday May 11. How do we do 

that? 

First of all: parents cannot enter the school . They have 

to deliver the children at the schoolyard. 

Parents are asked to stand outside the wide, red edge of 

the square and behind the playground equipment (1.5 

meters away) if they wait for the front door to open. 
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As soon as the front door opens, at 8.35 am, the children are asked to line up in the indicated box of 

their group in the square. I let the children in dosed parts, starting with group 7/8, then 6, then 5, 

then 4, then 3 and finally 1/2. Without shaking hands, but wishing good morning and a nice smile, 

you can of course! Afterwards, the children who arrive later can walk straight into the school. Let's 

help each other to do this as calmly and orderly as possible. 

When the children are at the class, they take off their coats and go to first 

 wash and dry hands. Then they enter the classroom.           

At the end of the school day, I also ask you to pick up outside the wide, red 

border or behind the playground equipment, and keep a distance of 1.5 meters. 

Finally, it is important to leave home immediately after school. The government 

is still issuing the guideline: stay home! 

 

Another adjustment is to change for gym class: because there is also "cross traffic" in the dressing 

room, we have the children in the classroom (and the intermediate room) to change into their 

gymclothes. We think it is important that they put on gymclothes, which they can take off after 

intensive exercise and then continue with the class. 

 

Because the children go to school all day, they will also be having TSO. Together with Miss Lucia, we 

will examine which measures are necessary to ensure that the TSO runs as safely and smoothly as 

possible. 

 

It may all sound a bit strict, but for everyone, starting the school during this time of crisis is a very 

exciting time. We do this for the health of you, your child, the teachers and employees of KDV and 

BSO. Only together can beat the corona virus. Do you want to help? 

 

Important points for attention for parents 

Now that the school will start on May 11, we ask you to take into account the following measures: 

• Parents are not allowed to enter the school building. 

• When waiting, stay behind the wide, red stripe on the square and keep 1.5 meters away. 

• Stay at home if you or your child have a cold or flu symptoms. 

• Call the school to deregister your child, between 8:00 am and 8:30 am (leave your voicemail). 

• If you would like to speak to the teacher, please do so by telephone after 2.45 pm (after 12.45 pm 

on Wednesday), or make an appointment by mail or telephone. There will be no conversations at 

school until June 1. 
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Merger of Schreuder-Vlinderboom and group composition 2020-2021 

In the past period, there has already been a lot of consultation between the boards of Schreuder 

and Vlinderboom about the merger after the summer holidays. A project team, consisting of 

teachers from Schreuder and Vlinderboom, has also dealt with practical matters of the merger, such 

as which teaching methods we will use, which licenses must be retained, which celebrations will be 

held, etc. 

The parents of the Vlinderboom had until 10 April to indicate whether they would like to join 

Schreuder or find a school nearby. This has led to nearly 90 students joining after the summer 

holidays! Based on the number of students after the summer holidays, we can now form 9 regular 

groups and 3 HB classes (AMOS-uniQ classes), so 12 groups in total. The distribution of the regular 

classes is as follows: 

2x group 1/2, 1x group 3, 1x group 4, 1x group 5, 1x group 6, 1x group 7 and 2x group 8 (one 

separate Vlinderboom, one separate Schreuder). The 3 uniQ classes look like this: 1x group 4/5, 1x 

group 6/7 and 1x group 7/8. 

With regard to the distribution of teachers, there are currently conversations taking place to 

determine where everyone's preference is, who will go from the Vlinderboom to the Schreuder 

location and who will not. The AMOS-uniQ classes keep their "own" HB teacher. Our own team 

members have also indicated their wishes regarding the group they want to do next school year. 

With this information we will rouns up the formation for each group. 

 

     
 

Merger of Schreuder and Vlinderboom - of the MR 

The MR responded positively to the proposal to have 3 HB groups plus a number of students from 

the Vlinderboom come to Schreuder on 1 August. 

The MR has issued advice to the AMOS board on the process of this transition. This concerns advice 

on the shared management and name division of the primary schools of Vlinderboom, the 

Schreuder Institute and Dr. Rijk Kramer. 

The MR sees it as the most important concern that the merger is carefully supervised, especially 

now that the staff is extra busy completing the current school year in times of crisis. The advice that 

the MR has given to the AMOS board can be found on the secure environment of our website. 

(www.instituutschreuder.nl -> About the School-> Documents) 
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Maintenance and renovation of the school building 

As if the corona crisis and a merger of 2 schools does not require enough new and important 

information, I would also like to inform you about the maintenance and renovation of the school 

building that is planned. Maintenance will be carried out on boilers, electricity and the WiFi 

network. In addition, the classrooms will be tackled, including paintwork, replacement of 

marmoleum on the floor and change of the room layout. The central parts of the building (entrance, 

hall and corridors) will also be addressed. The renovation will soon be started, because not 

everything will work out during the summer holidays. In close consultation we look at what can be 

done and what should wait until the summer holidays. The corona measures are of course taken 

into account. 

The aim is that after the summer holidays everyone can start in a beautiful and fresh school 

building!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MR oudergeleding: 

Frank Reef: voorzitter 

Bram Wijngaarden: secretaris 

 

MR personeelsgeleding: 

Ellen van de Geer (groep 7/8 A) 

Jacobien Gerbrandy (groep 3) 

 

Ouderraad: 

Tessa Reef: voorzitter 

Alle klassenouders hebben zitting in de Ouderraad. 

 

Vertrouwenspersoon AMOS: 

Minke Fuijkschot: m.fuijkschot@hetabc.nl 

 

 


